
RE: Dermadry Iontophoresis Machine Claim Denial 

Treatment Provider’s Name Printed Treatment Provider’s Phone NumberTreatment Provider’s Signature

Insured: 

Policy Number :  

Group Number:

ATTN

Insurance Company

Address : 

Name of Health Insurance Company

Note : Appeal letters depend on the coverage included in the insured’s plan and the reason it was denied. 
It needs to be tailored to fit the insured’s particular case, and additional documentation needs to be provided. 

City                                 State                            ZIP code

Patient First and Last Name

Date:             /          /  

Dear  

I am writing on behalf of my patient                                                                     to document the medical necessity of Dermadry’s FDA cleared 

iontophoresis device for the treatment of hyperhidrosis. This letter provides information about the effects of hyperhidrosis, my patient’s 

medical history and diagnosis, and a statement summarizing my treatment rationale.

This is a formal letter of appeal for reconsideration of coverage on behalf of my patient,                             , for Dermadry’s iontophoresis device, 

which is indicated for the treatment of                              hyperhidrosis.                              has stated that Dermadry’s iontophoresis device is not 

covered because [denial reason]. I am requesting prompt reevaluation of the claim denial for Dermadry’s iontophoresis device provided to my 

patient on                             . 

Clinical History 
                            
                            

Rationale for Dermadry’s Iontophoresis Device for the Treatment of Hyperhidrosis

Hyperhidrosis is a debilitating condition that can interfere with a patient’s everyday life and ability to complete otherwise simple tasks 

rendered difficult because of uncontrollable incessant sweating. The impacts of this condition are wide-ranging and long-lasting. It is a 

misunderstood and stigmatized condition whose effects can be controlled with proper and adequate treatment. 

A sense of normalcy can be attained through maintaining a proper treatment schedule, that can drastically reduce the effects of the condition.

Dermadry is a home-use tap water iontophoresis device that has been cleared by the FDA for the treatment of mild to severe palmar, plantar, 

and axillary hyperhidrosis. It is a cost-effective, non-surgical, non-invasive, drug-free, and needle-free treatment option that can provide 

long-lasting results with maintained use. It is prescribed when traditional antiperspirants have failed to control the sweating, as is the case in 

[patient name]’s case. It is preferred over riskier, more expensive treatments with recurring costs and clinic visits, such as botulinum toxin 

injections, prescription drugs, and surgery.

According to the                            ,                              denied this claim because                                                                                                                   . 

This letter serves to request a formal appeal of claim                            for                             , with policy number                             .

                            

I have attached documentation pertaining to Dermadry’s iontophoresis machine,as well as documentation regarding                            ’s medical 

history, and copies of the documents submitted in the original claim.


